Hockley Airsoft Arena
General Advice
Please read before playing:
1. Due to changes to our insurance shooting glasses are no longer allowed to be worn
as eye protection in the arena. Participants must wear a full face mask or goggles
(not mesh) which fit close to the face. Any customer wishing to play with a mask
which has mesh protection for the eyes MUST wear safety glasses under it.
2. Customers who bring their own masks must ensure that they meet British safety
standards. If wearing a mesh lower mask customers must wear goggles for eye
protection NOT shooting glasses.
3. Legs and arms must be covered.
4. Wear loose fitting clothing. Playing wearing loose clothing reduces the sensation of
being hit by an airsoft BB to one similar to a light tap. Playing in skin-tight clothing
such as leggings, skinny jeans or a tight T-shirt or leaving areas of skin exposed may
result in minor bruising. Baggy jeans or combat trousers are advised. Jogging
bottoms are best worn under jeans or combat trousers.
5. It is advisable to cover all exposed skin we provide full facemasks which protect the
eyes, nose, ears and mouth. In addition to this protection many players opt to wear
gloves and a scarf. Hoodies are great in protecting the back of the head. At a bare
minimum we strongly advise wearing gloves.
6. Flat shoes should be worn with a heel height of no more than 20 mm. You must have
soft soles on your shoes which will provide better grip on the carpets of the arena.
Trainers or combat style boots are ideal.
7. Mobile phone screens can be damaged by airsoft BB’s please use a protective case to
prevent damage or place them inside clothing with the screen facing the body. We
strongly advise phone are left in the saferoom and not taken into the arena.
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